
taken in concert between and among sovereign national gov-
ernments, could bring the petroleum-price crisis itself under
control. Any other proposal would be a childish delusion.
For the immediate future, either such governmental action EconomicDebate at
will be taken, or the eruption of international chaos within
the weeks ahead were the likely result. BerlinEIRSeminar

6. The appropriate action, which must be led by the U.S.
government, must aim at immediate emergency cooperation

On June 28-29, 2005, representatives of 15 nations gatheredamong the governments of principal petroleum-exporting
and principal petroleum-consuming nations. in Berlin, Germany to discuss, with Lyndon LaRouche, a

strategy for revolutionary change in the strategic, economic,7. These governments must: a) Declare a general strate-
gic emergency in the matter of stability of flows and prices of financial, and moral-cultural conditions on our planet. Here

EIR publishes two written contributions to the seminar, fromessential energy-supplies of national economies; b) Establish
contracts, directly between and among governments, of not Italy and South Korea. See EIR issues of July 8 and July 29

for previous coverage of the Berlin Seminar.less than twelve months, government-scheduled deliveries
of petroleum from exporting to consuming nations; c) Define
reasonable prices for these contracts; d) On the grounds of a
global strategy emergency in petroleum prices and supplies, Dr. Nino Gallonithese governments must set priority on processing of such
contracted petroleum flows through relevant refiners to prior-
ity categories of consumers in each nation, causing other
stocks to be shunted to one side in the degree that these ProductionMustBe
priority deliveries must be processed first.

8. Such action will, obviously, collapse much of the Primary, Not Finance
current hyperinflationary trends in petroleum. That will have
a significant political effect, in the form of reactions from

Italian economist Dr. Galloni submitted this paper to thethe speculators currently gorging themselves on the suffering
of national economies suffering zooming speculative prices seminar. He has served in several government ministries,

dealing with economics and labor issues, and is currently theof petroleum. We can not permit the cupidity of a powerful
few speculators to destroy enterprises essential to the na- auditor of INPDAP, the main institute coordinating pension

funds for public-sector retirees in Italy. An interview with himtional interests of nations, and to the relations among those
national economies. That opposition to urgently needed mea- was published in EIR, Feb. 25, 2005.
sures must be resisted on grounds of overriding national
strategic interests. For more than 30 years, the world has been living through a

situation of serious imbalances, due to the inability and lack9. This proposed action will not cure the more general
hyperinflationary trend in progress. It will only bring a most of will of national governments and international authorities

to limit the influence of financial interests, as opposed to pro-critical segment of this speculative inflation under control;
but it will set standards of cooperation now urgently needed, ductive interests.

With Nixon’s suspension of the convertibility of the dol-for dealing with the general international banking and related
crises about to strike the world as a whole during the weeks lar, in the Summer of 1971, the world entered a period of great

uncertainty, which has still not been resolved.and months immediately ahead.
10. There are many details of the current speculative Initially, the problem was considered to be currency insta-

bility; and in fact, during the 1970s, the continuous variabilitymarketing of petroleum contracts which require closer scru-
tiny and related assessment. That investigation should pro- of exchange rates and the inflation of national currencies al-

lowed financial speculation to produce large profits, whileceed; it is urgent. However, those representatives of govern-
ments who understand the politics of oil, must play a nominal interest rates did not seem particularly high, and real

interest rates were even negative.leading role in implementing the general measures I have
indicated, now, without delay. After a thirty- to ninety-day Therefore, in those conditions of the 1970s, many coun-

tries took advantage of the situation to increase exportsinitial period of operation of the proposed agreements,
secondary and tertiary features of the problem will be through currency devaluation, while still creating growth in

domestic income for their own workers (this was possibleclearer, and, most important, governments and others will
have developed the mechanisms needed for further courses because only a fraction of the cost of production—40-60%

generally—was made up of labor, meaning that about halfof action.
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the amount of salary increases turned out to be real, rather than monetary quantities without adjusting them based on social
needs). Thus, the rate of inflation diverged significantly fromnominal or inflationary); on the other hand, the possibility for

nations to take on small amounts of debt by issuing low- the actual increase in prices; the former turned into deflation,
while prices continued to increase, especially for most goodsinterest bonds, allowed for significant public investment, in-

cluding in the field of infrastructure. and services, including the currency itself, with the lone ex-
ception of goods and services characterized by significantThis situation though, despite the clear presence of serious

financial and currency imbalances, allowed productive activ- technological innovation.
A situation was created in which industrial strategies andity to gain on speculative activity. It consisted of low interest

rates, the use of exchange-rate leverage for development, economic policies were seen as remnants of the past, as there
were no longer currency and monetary instruments to be used,monetary flexibility, and national sovereignty in economic

policy. in a climate of growing confusion regarding liberalization and
privatization, market omnipotence, and criminalization ofDeveloping countries began to foresee scenarios for eco-

nomic and social emancipation; the working classes in indus- the state.
After the golden age of acceptable economic and socialtrialized countries got a taste of the real—not abstract—

meaning of democracy; profit rates were on the ropes, but balances (between the end of World War II and Nixon’s decla-
ration in 1971), which also provided hope and perspective forassets were increasing in value.

Nevertheless, it was clear that the system aimed to achieve the future—an important condition for both society in general
and the economy in particular—and after the imbalances ofsocial equity at the cost of growing financial, monetary, and

currency imbalances. the 1970s, a new phase began: This was a long phase of sacri-
fice and social injustice, accompanied, however, by resultsThe international community agreed to these changes, but

the changes led to the cancellation of hopes for social equity, that were sporadic and not always satisfactory in terms of
monetary and financial balances.without deeply and stably reaching the goals of financial

balance. The prevalence of speculative financial interests over the
growth of productive activities accompanied the inversion of
entrepreneurial risk; in fact, until the 1980s, entrepreneurs,A Deteriorating Situation

With agreements for exchange-rate stability, each country managers, and owners took on the so-called risk (in a Weber-
ian sense), and after having paid all the costs, took the earningswas forced to raise interest rates if its economy weakened

(thus aggravating the situation), or to reduce them if the econ- (profit)—if there were any. Afterwards, the very different
goal of profit as a percentage of investment was established,omy strengthened (thus accelerating the phenomenon that

was supposed to be contained). and imposed as primary, compared to the cycle of production,
such that all the risk was dumped on labor, small dependentWith the high interest rates that came about, certain coun-

tries—such as Italy—saw the explosion of their public debt; companies, families, and civil society. In this situation, the
interests of owners and institutional investors (especially pen-others (the so-called developing countries) became indebted

to the large international commercial banks, thus laying the sion funds) were dominant, as they imposed—“cost what it
may”—rates of profit in the 1990s, that were not lower thanbasis for the impossibility of recovering the credits, including

due to the fact that the repayment of the loan itself became what the investors had promised their underwriters when real
interest rates on bonds were above 7%, in the 1980s.economically and socially impossible when the effects of the

compound interest—and the difficulties in international
trade—were such that they caused the debt to double about Problems With the Euro and the Dollar

In a negation of the possibility of reaching social balanceevery four years. Today, there is a lot of talk of cancelling the
debt, as if the debt hadn’t already been cancelled, and hadn’t and justice at the cost of monetary and currency imbalances,

strategies were chosen for reaching monetary balance at thealready been written off by the banks as unrecoverable. This
should have stimulated the search for and implementation of cost of growing injustices and social imbalances.

This is the context in which the project of the euro wasalternative measures that are effective for the economies of
countries which had population growth rates—and at times conceived, matured, and implemented.

So the euro was born with the genetic flaw, for a currency:interest rates as well—which were higher than the growth of
their Gross National Product. that of not being considered principally an instrument—use-

ful, necessary, and helpful—but rather an aim in itself; it thusNation-states were completely deprived of sovereignty
over their currencies, with the goal of depriving the political pretends to be a god to whom everyone must sacrifice them-

selves.class (which was considered corrupt by definition) of its
power over public investment. Even the costs of unemploy- This indicates the obvious limit of the euro: that of not

succeeding in improving the European amalgam. To the con-ment compensation and expenses for health care or transpor-
tation were thus financed at increasing interest rates (because trary, in retracing the history of the idea of Europe held by

our fathers and grandfathers, we can definitely say that Europethe—privatized—monetary authorities blindly monitored
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has never been as far off as it is today. lems without having to attack, or serve, those around them.
A world which begins with each person’s commitment toNow, that wrong political economic project in which

monetary and financial balance is reached at the cost of social contributing to social well-being, placing one’s own re-
sources at the disposal of society, rather than leaving themimbalances and inequities, clearly appears unfeasible, and

therefore, its failure risks bringing down the euro itself. unused.
On the dollar front, however, the situation is certainly

no better.
The Americans, by using their condition as a superpower,

Dr. Kim Young-Chulhave continued to finance international development by cov-
ering their trade imbalances and other debts with dollars and
dollar-denominated bonds.

However, the reality is that if we were to do the count (if
China, India, and Russia wanted to transform their dollars or ANewMonetary System
bonds into euros, for example), we would realize that the
actual value of the dollar would be a small fraction of its For SovereignCitizens
current value (expressed as temporary purchasing power).

Dr. Kim teaches Western Economic History in the Depart-A New Bretton Woods
The two pieces of good news—because there is also good ment of Economics at Keimyung University, Daegu, South

Korea. He organized the 1998 “Daegu Round” conferencenews!—consist in the growing recognition of the tragic limits
of the current economic model, and the presence of human against the IMF and GATT/WTO “rounds” of globalization,

addressed by IMF critics from around the world. Dr.Kimintellectual resources that can be used to change the situation.
A New Bretton Woods, an international agreement capa- has addressed anti-globalization conferences in Indonesia,

Canada, and the U.S., as well as many in Korea, where heble of relaunching the economy by returning production, large
infrastructure networks, and scientific research to their right- is active in “Consolidation for Alternative Policies,” which

seeks a new economic pathway. He received his degree fromful roles, and currency to its necessary role as an instrument,
is possible. the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Dr. Kim sub-

mitted this paper to the Berlin seminar under the full title, “AThe prevalence of finance over production, and exports
over internal growth, have fostered imbalances and fears, be- New World Monetary System for Sovereign Citizens: Finding

a Voice for East Asia after Globalization.”cause countries such as China and India, instead of finding
themselves in a condition based on necessary potential devel-

East Asian countries were hit hardest by the financial crisisopment, find that they are exporting their own low salaries,
precarious working conditions, lack of protection of human in 1997. However, the discussion on what caused the crisis is

not yet settled—despite the fact that clearly, somehow, flowshealth, and increasing degradation of the environment. The
immense task the present generations are faced with, is thus of short-term speculative money triggered the crisis, and so

severely damaged living conditions of people in the region.that of finding the path that allows for investing in one’s own
country in order to increase the value of the resources which In fact, the major cause of the 1997 crisis was not internal to

Asia, but rather, the instability of the global post-1971 float-are present, thus being equipped to export only that which is
required as compensation for indispensable imports. This will ing-rate-system itself, with its 19th-Century-style deregula-

tion, and strong volatility of foreign funds. Under the free-stimulate the commitment and creativity of each one of us:
how to produce more and better in our own environment, float regime, nobody controls the global movement of capital

flows, which intrinsically makes today’s global financial sys-without this meaning harming or endangering the interests of
our neighbors. tem extremely unstable.

Since 1997, many economists, including myself, revivedI am thinking of a great axis that links China and Russia
with the countries that face Italy on the Adriatic and Black interest in the Tobin Tax and similar modifications to the

floating-rate regime, believing measures to reduce specula-Seas; and from there, on towards Africa. Set up this great
bridge, and link it to the Eurasian Land-Bridge which tion would have helped avoid the 1997 crisis. More recently,

however, a number of intellectuals have begun to questionLaRouche has been promoting for some time now, as an alter-
native to the idiocies of the world of finance; I believe this is the entire viability of today’s globalized regime, and to study

proposals for a New Bretton Woods monetary system, basedthe principal task we now face.
The monetary and currency agreements of the 21st-Cen- on different principles. Yet considering the damage to East

Asia in the crisis, it is surprising their attitude toward Tobintury Bretton Woods accords will have to facilitate and make
possible such a new vision of the world; a world in which Tax and other fixes—not to mention proposals for a new

system—has been silence.each and every person, together, will be able to solve prob-
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To understand this strange situation, it is necessary to A good example may be The Carlyle Group and Newbridge
Capital—both of which recently made huge profits of W700know how desperately East Asian countries depend on for-

eign money for economic growth. Despite the magnitude of billion and W1.15 trillion, after selling Korean banks under
their control—while paying no taxes to the Korean govern-the 1997 crisis, they feel forced to welcome foreign money,

to guarantee higher economic performance. They are afraid ment. Texas-based Lone Star Funds avoided tax on capital
gains after it sold Seoul’s Star Tower building, earning aof even the Tobin Tax, as it may reduce inflows of foreign

capital. Meanwhile, they also constantly worry that a similar whopping W260 billion profits.
Foreign investors are criticized for taking a free ride onfinancial crisis may recur in the future, due to (as they know

too well) the fundamental instability of the global regime. the government’s open economy and capital liberalization
measures without making a significant contribution to Ko-This paradox makes them even more fearful to question (in

public) the basic premises of the system, not to appear “inhos- rea’s economy. The most severe victims are the labor force.
Many workers, especially skilled blue collar industrial work-pitable” to today’s powerful, unregulated flows of private

funds. Thus, the silence among East Asian countries could be ers, were laid off during the IMF’s economic restructuring
program.due to a perceived lack of choice.

Let us explore the cause of the crisis, and whether we do Today more than 50% of workers in Korea are employed
on an irregular basis, such that they can be dismissed fromhave a choice to avoid a new one.
their work places any time, at the will of the management,
rather than in long-term contracts as was the norm duringThe Post-1997 Shock to Korea

Although the South Korean government never raised any the “Korean Miracle” of the nation’s industrialization. These
employment practices have been promoted under the IMF’squestion about the malfunctioning of global finance and its

negative consequences, the magnitude of the changes which policy of ’flexible labor’, which breaks down the traditional
industrial relations in Korea and increases arbitrariness ofthe 1997 crisis forced, speaks for itself. After the crisis, most

countries in the region changed their exchange-rate regime management to hire and layoff workers. Few critics realize
that the lower workplace morale which resulted from this isfrom pegs or other managed exchange-rate systems, to a free

float. In Korea the exchange rate had been managed a long a major reason for South Korea’s failure to generate new
world-class industries and corporations as we had done be-time to hold at W700-800/dollar—but just after the 1997 cri-

sis, the won fell to W2000/dollar. Only due to the recent fore 1997.
The economic system that originally created the Koreansevere global weakness of the dollar itself, has the won come

back to around W1000/dollar. Miracle, which also depended on the fixed exchange rate sys-
tem, has been almost restructured out of existence since 1997.A large volume of foreign funds were introduced, cour-

tesy of the IMF advisors, especially when the dollar rate was
above W2000, to buy Korean assets, including Korean stocks Politics of Recovery and Resistance to Change

Various attempts have been made to explain the causes ofand bonds. Many good Korean companies were forced to be
sold to foreign investors under the pressure of the government the sudden collapse of East Asian countries. The U.S. and

other G7 members argued that Asia’s lack of transparency andwhich adopted a policy of “open economy” and capital liber-
alization under the guidance of the IMF. . . . unsound financial and macro-economic management were at

the heart of the crisis. The opposite argument is that volatilityForeign investment in Korea has grown dramatically
since the crisis, especially in the banking and stock markets. and instability of international capital movement led to the

financial turmoil. While the crisis may have been the productIn 1997, it amounted to 9.1% of total capitalization of Korea’s
stock markets, worth 7.4 trillion won. At the end of 2004, of a combination of external and domestic factors, globaliza-

tion failed to integrate the situation, to say the least.however, it shot up to 42% worth or 173.2 trillion won. For-
eign investors own more shares than local majority sharehold- Political motivations should be understood to have some

insights why these countries have shown passive responseers in every tenth company listed on the Korean Stock Ex-
change, thus exposing Korean companies to a potential threat proposals to change the system.

The crisis hit Korea so hard as to make the won depreciateof management takeovers.
In the banking sector, foreign investors control three of over 50% between July 1997 and January 1998. Even after a

$57 billion bailout program was announced in DecemberKorea’s eight major commercial banks. And at four of the
remaining five banks, they own more than half of the total 1997, the decline in won and stock prices continued for sev-

eral months.shares of each bank. That pushed up the market share of for-
eign owned banks in Korea, in terms of total assets, from The real problem confronting Korea was the heavy short-

term borrowing by the private sector financial institutions4.2% in 1997 to 21.8% as of October 2004.
Foreign investment funds are now using loopholes in the from foreign commercial banks. Thus the problems were fur-

ther deepened with the fall in the won and stock prices.Korean tax system to avoid paying taxes on corporate profits.
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Faced with a liquidity crunch and default, the then-Korean ringgit and domestic credit facilities for overseas banks and
stockbrokers, payment in foreign currency for imports andPresident, Kim Young Sam, sacked his Finance Minister and

replaced him with a former IMF official, Lim Chang-Yuel, exports, central bank approval for the conversion of ringgit
into foreign currency, and many other regulations.on Nov. 19, 1997. Mr. Lim announced liberal policy measures

to further open financial markets and remove restrictions on Some observers, however, believe that Mahathir’s criti-
cism against speculators was politically motivated in that heportfolio investments. After removing capital controls, Ko-

rean authorities had extensive discussions with IMF officials intended to avert people’s attention toward the external en-
emy to escape domestic political plight, and an attempt toto work out a bailout plan. The IMF insisted that all shaky

financial institutions be shut down as a precondition, and the starve off a leadership challenge.
But like Korea, Malaysia did not show a big interest ingovernment must slash public spending and reduce its eco-

nomic growth target from 6% to 3% for 1998. fundamental global changes.
China has been successful in taking advantage of theThe Korean case was rather unusual for the IMF. Nor-

mally the IMF is called when a country faces a major budget Asian crisis to assure its neighboring countries that China has
been a real assistant, rather than harmful obstacle, in the crisis.deficit, current account deficit, and high inflation, and applies

standard IMF conditionalities, reducing government spend- At the height of the crisis, China suffered from relative ap-
preciation of its currency because of the large devaluation ofing, and raising taxes and real interest rates. However, this

did not apply to Korea, which in fact had a budget surplus, other Asian currencies, hurting its exports. But China kept its
currency steady, providing neighbors with some stability, atand a high growth rate with low inflation. Korea merely had

a short-term capital flow problem, but the IMF turned it into its own expense.
Meanwhile, China managed to protect its economy froma long-term structural redesign of the whole economy.

The IMF’s stiff conditionalities led to more and more the contagious effects of the crisis thanks to capital controls.
It still uses policy instruments to deal with capital flows andbankruptcies and threw millions of people out of work. With

domestic industry in deep trouble after the stock crash, owners its impact on the domestic economy. With the help of a fixed
exchange rate and an independent monetary policy, Chinesehad little option but to sell their stakes to foreign investors at

throwaway prices and very favorable exchange rates. In short, authorities have maintained financial stability. While China
accepted IMF Article VIII in 1996 and made the yuan convert-the entire cause of the crisis in Korea was blamed on domestic

factors, and the Korean government was forced to follow IMF ible on current account, it has adopted a cautious approach
towards liberalization of capital account transactions. Chinadirections. The Korean government never raised any question

about the malfunctioning of global finance and its negative has taken special measures to restrict portfolio investment
and short-term speculative inflows.consequences.

Domestic politics partly explains why Korea acted so pas- Thus, China has been able to prevent short-term capital
troubles; 80% of its external debt is long term and 90% ofsively. There was a presidential election at the end of 1997

when Korea turned to the IMF. President-elect Kim Dae- investments are in the form of FDI, not loans. Yet, China is
still dependent on the biggest inflows of foreign capital injung used the crisis to push his reform, restructuring Korea’s

economy to weaken the chaebol—which he saw as the base the world.
As for Japan, East Asian countries benefited from the risefor his conservative opposition. Dr. Kim utilized the authority

of the IMF (as George Soros advised him to do) to weaken of Japan’s yen against the dollar following the Plaza Accord
of 1985, since their currencies were generally pegged againstinternal resistance from the conservative political and eco-

nomic groups, and followed the prescriptions directed by the the dollar. However, ’the Reverse Plaza Accord’ which al-
lowed devaluing the yen in 1995 poured cold water upon theIMF—leaving the devastating role of short-term capital dur-

ing the crisis, unanswered. optimistic expectation for East Asian economies.
By 1997, the yen had fallen to about 120 to the dollar.Malaysia took an opposite direction. Instead of approach-

ing the IMF, Malaysia adopted exchange and capital controls, And by then, export volumes of Indonesia, Singapore, South
Korea, and Thailand had gone into a free fall. That slammednaming global finance as a primary cause of the crisis. Prime

Minister Mahathir Mohammad made a sharp attack on specu- these economies, already beset by high dollar-denominated
short-term foreign debt.lators, saying “there are a lot of things we can now do because

we don’t have to face actions of speculators to stop us. The In September 1997, the Japanese government proposed
the establishment of an Asian Monetary Fund (AMF). Thefree market has failed and failed disastrously because of

abuses.” AMF’s purpose was to provide liquidity to forestall specula-
tive attacks on the region’s currencies. However, it was turnedMahathir had at first adopted a quasi-IMF style program,

but this resulted in substantial capital outflows. On September down at the insistence of the U.S. and Europe because it chal-
lenged the monopoly of the IMF and the U.S. role in the1, 1998, the government imposed capital controls: repatria-

tion of ringgit held abroad, an end to all offshore trading in region.
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In October 1998, instead, Japan proposed a framework of it. East Asian countries are only interested in preventing a
crisis from recurring in the future, but not in capital control“A New Initiative to Overcome the Asian Currency Crisis”

(New Miyazawa Initiative) to provide support measures total- itself, which could reduce their capital inflows. Second, East
Asians see the Tobin Tax as being levied on the wealthiesting $30 billion. Notwithstanding several positive elements,

one cannot overlook the fact that the Japanese proposals were countries and distributed among poor countries.
Third, China and Malaysia employ capital controls, so doto serve its interests in the region, just as the U.S. used the

IMF. However, also China and Japan both show no special not see need of global changes. UNCTAD chief economist
Yilmaz Akyuz says “Malaysia’s capital controls are nowinterest in real systemic changes.
widely accepted as a success” to re-orient an economy toward
a self-reliant direction. Fourth, Korea, Indonesia and Thai-New Asian Mechanisms vs. Systemic Change

The 1997 crisis showed that the collective identity of the land, faithful pupils of the IMF, have promoted structural
reform along free-market, Anglo-Saxon lines. They have lib-Asia-Pacific, symbolized by APEC (Asia-Pacific Economic

Cooperation) is fictitious; there is a lack of perceived common eralized capital and exchange markets according to IMF di-
rection. As a result, they are left with very few domestic policyinterests among members. Asian members were not per-

suaded by the idea that U.S.-pushed trade and investment tools. These countries are actually in a dire need of global
mechanisms to control speculation, but even the Tobin Taxliberalization is beneficial to all, and began to search for alter-

natives to truly represent their interests, in the form of re- would be a breach of faith to the IMF ideology.
gional cooperation.

The 1997 crisis painfully showed that individual countries New Bretton Woods Monetary System
And National Sovereigntylack capacity to face financial crises, so regional mechanisms

would be useful. The crisis showed that contagious effects As to proposals for a dramatic New Bretton Woods Global
Monetary System, Asian nations, like the rest of the world,were substantially regional, so regional response could be

useful in controlling contagion. They also found a serious are actually in need of such a serious change. But again, the
question is whether East Asian governments and policy elitesconflict of interests with the West, which kept stressing the

IMF, and which used the crisis as an opportunity to push can break out of the “victims’ box,” feeling so dependent on
the gods of global capital flows. They may require some newfinancial liberalization further.

In 1977, the ASEAN central banks had established an vision, to help create a new global alternative to their current
dependency status.ASEAN swap arrangement, but these were rarely used, due

to the limited amount of dollars. However, its importance was For example, under today’s free floating rate regime, a
national economy is supposed to have more freedom to adoptrecognized after the crisis in 1997. The Finance Ministers

of ASEAN+3 countries, whose total foreign reserves then independent domestic economic policy. But the reality is to-
tally different. After the 1997 economic crisis, foreign invest-amounted to about $800 billion, agreed in May 2000 in

Chiang Mai, Thailand, to establish a regional financial agree- ment became the major controller of the Korean economy,
reducing our economic national sovereignty near to zero. Asment. This ’Chiang Mai Initiative’ (CMI) expanded the swap

arrangement to all 10 ASEAN countries plus the 3 of Japan, the trading volume of foreign exchange increases too rapidly,
now being around 100 times more than trading volume ofChina, and Korea. By May 2005, the total bilateral swap lines

among the 13 had been expanded to almost $12 billion. These goods and services, the national economy must instead be
constantly on alert to watch out for the movement of foreign13 nations together now have reserves over $2 trillion.
funds.

We must also hold larger deposits of foreign reserves inThe Tobin Tax in East Asia
Yet CMI met with a favorable reception from even the case of financial runs; consider the economic cost of East

Asia’s current $2 trillion-plus in foreign reserves. These fundsIMF, as so far CMI is not aimed to tackle the ultimate prob-
lems of the international monetary system. CMI stresses its are essentially frozen and can’t be spent or used for any pro-

ductive purpose, meanwhile.supplementary nature to IMF facilities. Any large-scale fi-
nancial support from the Plus 3 countries to ASEAN is based The Plaza Accord in 1985 made the Japanese yen stronger

and dollar weaker, and Asian economies, including Korea,on bilateral agreements, not (so far) the multilateral arrange-
ment sought with an AMF. The severity of the 1997 crisis could promote industrialization as a lot of Japanese money

flowed into the region. But after 1995 when U.S. changedalso alerted the IMF et al. to the need to co-opt Asian lenders
into future financial support operations. policy to a strong dollar, the East Asia economies fell into the

crisis in 1997. Meanwhile the Plaza Accord gave a big blowAs to fundamental changes to the system, East Asian
countries are split even on issues such as the Tobin Tax. De- to Japan’s domestic economy, which lost many factories to

China. Almost the same pattern is repeating now between thespite the fact that the Tax became a global issue after the 1997
Asian crisis, the reality is that Westerners take lead promoting U.S. and China, as the U.S. tries to force China to appreciate
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the yuan. China refuses this demand, worried about economic it seems that Europe made the mistake of self-imposed “mini-
IMF conditionalities” of tight money and budget cutting,slowdown after appreciation.

All the above show how the East Asian economy is fragile harming the real economy. Finally voters could no longer
stand such high unemployment, and voted against the EU inand vulnerable to changes in exchange rates against the U.S.

dollar, and show the major leverage power the U.S. has when the May 2005 election.
Robert Mundell, who advised Europe to adopt the euro asit changes the dollar’s value against Asian currencies. The

economic future of East Asia is highly dependent on the dollar a “mini-IMF,” has also been advising East Asia to adopt an
Asian currency of that type—to impose the same policy.value of their currencies. They would like to avoid this and be

free from the leverage power of the “Washington Consensus,” Further, if East Asia merely adopts its own currency and
minds its own house, without taking care for the economicbut don’t see how.

Under a New Bretton Woods fixed exchange rate system, and financial needs of the rest of the world, that may be short-
sighted. Not only is East Asia highly dependent on trade withhowever, the trading volume of foreign exchange would stop

increasing at the current speed, resulting in a more stable the entire globe, but also due to its Confucian tradition, Asians
should show moral leadership as world citizens.global financial market. And the global capital movement will

be attracted more by long-term economic fundamentals than Most important, East Asian countries should have a strong
voice in building a new global monetary system. Any discus-by a short-term speculative incentives.

Thus, under a New Bretton Woods global monetary sys- sion would be ineffective when East Asian viewpoints are
neglected. The principle of global democracy is very impor-tem, first of all, the Korean government and people would

regain their national sovereignty and their autonomy of na- tant to build up a new global order in the 21st Century. This
is another reason why East Asian nations should want to havetional economic policies. Under the New Bretton Woods

global monetary system, the current way of globalization will full participation in designing a new architecture for the entire
world, not just for our local neighborhood. The more creativebe modified in the direction of enhancing the national auton-

omy and sovereignty. ideas for all nations that Asia can bring to the New Bretton
Woods negotiating table, the more Asia’s voice will be heardSecondly, Korean economic production would be orga-

nized more on a long-term basis as the volatility of foreign and respected.
capital is contained under the fixed exchange rate system.
Workers would be employed more on a long-term contract.
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Long-term investment would prevail whether the investment
funds are raised domestically or globally.

Thirdly, financial motivation would be less influential and
the physical production economy will be the main consider-
ation of economic policies. Then more economic benefits and
dividends would go to workers than to management and
capital.

Currency Blocs or World Citizens?
One proposed alternative to today’s severe dependency

upon the dollar, would be to have a single common Asian
currency to enhance economic integration in the region, and
to be protected against external shocks, including arbitrary
change in the value of the dollar. If the East Asian countries
had a single currency bloc, in theory, they may achieve a
stable fixed exchange rate system among themselves, at least,
and a stronger collective bargaining power to have a voice to
build up a new global financial architecture.

Many currency bloc specialists say a global fixed rate
system might be easier to attain, once a single Asian money
is adopted. They say it would then be a more simple matter
of linking the dollar, the euro, and the Asian currency unit.

On the other hand, the recent near collapse of the Euro-
pean Union (EU)—and rumors the euro may face an uncertain
future—should make us re-consider whether currency blocs
are such a good or scientific idea. Under the Maastrict Treaty,
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